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Over the last six months, DishTV stock price has appreciated by 41% outperforming the BSE 
midcap index by ~31% primarily on account of (a) price hike led ARPU improvement – ARPU 
has increased by Rs 7-8 (+5%) in the last three quarters (b) Sharp uptick in net subscriber 
addition - (has added 1m+ net subs in 9MFY15 vs. 0.7mn net adds in FY14) (c) stable content 
cost resulting in improved EBITDA margins by 250bps over the last three quarters. We 
believe that driven by underlying structural changes in the industry of revival of pricing 
power and moderating content cost inflation, the operating and financial performance of 
the company will improve further. We expect the EBITDA margins of the company to 
improve by additional ~350bps and EBITDA to grow at CAGR of 22% over the next couple of 
years. We maintain our BUY rating with a revised March’16 PT of Rs 102.  
ARPU momentum to continue – expect a 6% CAGR from FY15-17E: After a 4-5% price hike 
across all its packs in the month of August 2014, DishTV has yet again raised prices by a 
similar amount in the month of Feb 2015. MSOs are now paying content fee to the 
broadcasters based on RIO rates which have lead to overall increase in price charged to the 
customers. As a result, DTH service providers have more headroom to increase their prices 
especially inTier-1 cities. Hence the price charged by the DTH players which was stagnant for 
the last 4-5 years may witness upward momentum going ahead. Also to monetize premium 
customers, Dish TV has launched a differential pricing strategy in the Metros wherein the 
channel packs would cost Rs 10 higher. Increase in package prices tends to get reflected in 
ARPU numbers with a lag of 2-3 months and we expect the recent price hike to get reflected 
in FY16 ARPU numbers. Higher proportion of HD subscriber will provide further impetus to 
ARPU growth rate and it will partially negate the ARPU dilution on account of Zing’s 
subscriber addition. 
Phase III and IV of digitization will aid subscriber growth momentum – company to add 
2.5mn net subs over the next two years: DTH players enjoy inherent advantage over cable 
players in Phase III and IV markets (TAM of ~70 mn TV households) as most of the cable TV 
players are unorganized and lack the financial capability to seed STBs. Packaged channel 
offering and lack of backend infrastructure further compound the problems for the MSOs. 
Hence we expect that the DTH players to take the major pie of subscribers during these two 
phases. Dish TV with its localized service offering (brand name - Zing) targeted at non HSM 
market is expected to benefit from this structural benefit for the DTH players.  
Timing and quantum of content cost escalation provide margin improvement visibility: 
DishTV has signed up long term content cost deal with majority of the broadcasters and the 
next renewal is at least six quarters away, hence we are unlikely to witness major uptick on 
the content cost (management has guided for mid-single digit growth in the next two years) 
in the near term.  We expect that the EBITDA margins to improve by ~350bps by FY17E. 
Margins for Zing (16-17% of incremental addition) are higher than that of regular subscribers 
because of lower content cost and some of the other operational cost borne by the 
distributor. Similarly rising proportion of HD subscribers (17-18% of incremental addition) 
will also aid margin improvement. Any positive outcome on the license fee dispute could 
further boost the margins by 200bps.  
To generate Rs 10bn+ OCF in FY17 to sustain subscriber addition momentum and repay 
existing debt: Driven by improving operating margins and cash flow generation from WC 
changes (Dish TV follows a pre-paid business model) we expect the company to generate 
8.7bn/10.5bn of OCF in FY16/FY17.  With STB cost expected to remain stable, the company 
can easily add ~3.6/4.0mn subscriber in FY16/FY17 without raising incremental debt. We 
expect the company to add 2.5mn/2.2mn subscriber in FY16/FY17, thereby allowing the 
company to repay some of the debt in coming years.  
Consistent financial performance key to re-rating; maintain BUY with March’16 PT of Rs 
102: We value the company on a DCF basis using a WACC of 13.6% and terminal growth rate 
of 5% and arrive at March’16 PT of Rs 102, implying an upside of 22% from the current level. 
At our target price the stock will trade at 13.0x/10.5x FY16/17E EV/EBITDA.  

BUY  
CMP Rs 84 

TARGET Rs 102 (+22%) 
 
COMPANY DATA 

O/S SHARES (MN) : 1066 

MARKET CAP (RSBN) : 87 

MARKET CAP (USDBN) : 1.4 
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SHARE HOLDING PATTERN, % 
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FI / MF : 3.2 

NON PROMOTER CORP. HOLDINGS : 3.6 

PUBLIC & OTHERS : 4.0 

 

PRICE PERFORMANCE, % 

 1MTH 3MTH 1YR 

ABS -3.9 23.6 55.1 

REL TO BSE 1.9 22.6 31.2 

 

PRICE VS. SENSEX 

 
Source: Phillip Capital India Research 

 

KEY FINANCIALS 

Rs mn FY15E FY16E FY17E 

Net Sales 27,786 31,839 36,300 

EBIDTA 7,292 9,088 10,916 

Net Profit -302 1,340 3,045 

EPS, Rs (0.3) 1.3 2.9 

PER, x (296.6) 66.8 29.4 

EV/EBIDTA, x 13.9 11.2 8.7 

P/BV, x (26.1) (42.8) 93.5 

ROE, %  8.8 (64.2) 318.1 

Debt/Equity (%) (484.5) (730.3) 605.1 

Source: PhillipCapital India Research Est. 
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ARPU momentum to continue – expect a 6% CAGR from FY15-17E: Historically as 
can be seen from chart 1 below (price increased by 10% in FY13 and FY14) it was 
difficult for DishTV to raise the price of its base pack primarily on account of lower 
prices charged by the local cable TV players allowing the customer to shift to analog 
platform whenever there was a price hike. 
 

Historical price movement (FY13 and FY14) for entry level packs 

 
Source: Company 

 

But since the implementation of packaged channel offering by the MSOs post phase I 
and II of digitization, Dish TV (and other DTH players) had more headroom to increase 
the pack prices. MSOs are now paying content fee to the broadcasters based on RIO 
rates which have lead to overall increase in price charged to the customers. As a 
result of which DishTV increased its pack prices by Rs 20 across all the pack in the last 
six months (see chart 2 for pack wise price increase).  
 

Pack wise price movement since Q2FY15  

 
Source: Company 

                                

Pack wise price comparison, shows that DishTV’s entry level pack prices are now 
comparable to that of Hathway’s and also offer higher no of channels. DishTV has 
very limited presence in the four metros hence with lower price differential and 
better service offering (HD), it is better positioned to gain higher market in the four 
metros. Also rollout of channel packages has not started yet in most of the Phase II 
cities providing further upside in terms of gaining market share from cable TV players. 
 
The above steps are positive but flow through to ARPU needs to be closely watched 
over the next couple of quarters. Historically the flow through of price hikes to ARPU 
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has been disappointing. However over the last three quarters, we have witnessed 
positive uptick on ARPU – are up by 5% in 9MFY15 vs. FY14. Hence, we believe that 
recent price hikes along with differential pricing will help sustain a 6% ARPU increase 
in FY16 &FY17.  
 

Pack wise price comparison – DishTV and Hathway 

 
Source: Hathway’s website, Dish TV  

 

 

Phase III and IV of digitization will aid subscriber growth momentum – company to 
add 2.3mn net subs over the next two years: DTH players enjoy inherent advantage 
over cable players in Phase III and IV markets (TAM of 70 mn households) as most of 
the cable TV players are unorganized and lack the financial capability to seed the STB 
and provide back-end infrastructure. Phase I and II entailed installing STBs in roughly 
22 million homes in a relatively well defined and densely populated geographical 
area. Covering this ground has stretched the financial and operational resources of 
the cable industry to the limit, with very little clarity on the payback period on their 
investments so far indicating that Phases III and IV are expected to pose greater 
logistical challenges. Hence DTH players have the upper hand in these markets and 
can see robust subscriber addition.  
 
 
Dish TV with its localized service offering (brand name - Zing) targeted at non HSM 
market is expected to benefit from this structural benefit for the DTH players: 72% 
of the Indian cable TV market is located where Hindi is not the principal language. 
Also regional GECs and movie genre enjoys ~27% viewership share in the cable TV 
homes. Hence a differentiated service offering based on language preferences 
whereby a user can directly choose to get a set-top box to watch local channels 
instead of waiting for the local cable operator to install a set-top box can provide a 
strategic boost to customer addition for DishTV.  

Currently Zing has been launched in five regional markets of Odisha, West Bengal, 
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and AP market which constitutes 58% of all India cable TV 
homes. Also majority of the TV HH’s in these markets are analog in nature and hence 
are target for digitization during implementation of DAS in phase III and IV.  
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Cable TV homes (% of all India Cable TV homes) 
  Cable TV homes (% of all India Cable TV homes) 

Andhra Pradesh 15 

Assam 1 

Bihar 3 

Delhi 5 

Gujarat 6 

Haryana 3 

Karnataka 9 

Kerala 4 

Maharashtra & Goa 13 

MP & Chhattisgarh 6 

Orissa 1 

Punjab & HP 3 

Rajasthan 3 

Tamil Nadu 14 

UP & Uttrakhand 6 

West Bengal 8 

Source:TRAI 

Cell highlighted indicates Zing’s current target market 

 
 

Viewership share (2013) 

 
Source: FICCI KPMG report 2013 

 
 
Timing and quantum of content cost escalation provide margin improvement 
visibility: Content cost as a % of subscription revenue (as can be seen from chart 
below) has been consistently coming down for Dish TV primarily on account of higher 
subscriber addition, increase in ARPU and fixed fee negotiation with 50% of the 
broadcasters. Going ahead DishTV has signed up long term content cost deal with 
majority of the broadcasters and the next renewal is at least six quarters away, hence 
we are unlikely to witness major uptick on the content cost side (management has 
guided for mid-single digit growth in the next two years) in the near term.   

Margins for Zing (16-17% of incremental addition) are higher than that of regular 
subscriber because of lower content cost and some of the other operational cost 
borne by the distributor. As for the content, Zing's base pack focuses on the region's 
prevalent language channels (a mix of paid and free-to-air) and other national 
channels are offered as add-ons.  
 
Similarly higher proportion of HD subscriber (17-18% of incremental addition), on 
account of higher ARPU, will also aid margin improvement.  
 
We expect that the EBITDA margins to improve by ~350bps by FY17E.  
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Programming and Other Costs as % of Subscription Revenues 

 
Source: Company 

 
 

EBITDA margin movement from FY15E-17E 
  FY15E FY16E FY17E 

Revenue 27786 31839 36300 

% change y-o-y 15.3% 14.6% 14.0% 

Content cost 8204 9358 10659 

as a % of revenue 29.5% 29.4% 29.4% 

Other operating cost 6058 6566 7350 

as a % of revenue 21.8% 20.6% 20.2% 

Employee cost 1025 1128 1241 

as a % of revenue 3.7% 3.5% 3.4% 

S&D cost 3799 4152 4433 

as a % of revenue 13.7% 13.0% 12.2% 

Admin and Other Cost 1407 1548 1703 

as a % of revenue 5.1% 4.9% 4.7% 

EBITDA 7292 9088 10916 

EBITDA Margin (%) 26.2% 28.5% 30.1% 

% change y-o-y 36.4% 24.6% 20.1% 

Source: PhillipCapital India Research 

 

 

To generate Rs 10bn+ OCF in FY17 to sustain subscriber addition momentum and 
repay existing debt: Driven by improving operating margins and cash flow generation 
from WC changes we expect the company to generate Rs8.6/10.5bn of OCF in 
FY16/FY17.  With STB cost expected to remain stable, the company can easily add 
~3.5-4mn subscriber per year without raising incremental debt. We expect the 
company to add 2.5mn subscriber in FY16/FY17, hence the company has flexibility to 
pare some of its debt. 
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Break-up of estimated Operating cash flow 
(in Rs mn) FY16E FY17E FY18E 

PBDT          1,411           3,383           6,973  

D&A          6,434           6,459           6,580  

Other adjustments                 -                    -                    -    

Op CF ex WCAP changes          7,844           9,842         13,554  

WCAP changes              835               944           1,044  

Change in sundry debtors               -70                -77                -79  

Change in inventories               -11                -12                -13  

Change in loans & advances            -509             -561             -580  

Change in provisions              637               726               818  

Change in current liabilities              788               868               898  

Direct taxes paid               -71             -338          -1,046  

Cash flow from operations          8,608         10,447         13,552  

No of gross adds (in mn)               2.5                2.2                2.2  

Purchase of fixed assets         -7,475          -7,067          -6,705  

FCFF          1,133           3,381           6,846  

Source: PhillipCapital India Research 

 
Improving operating performance key to re-rating: Maintain BUY with March’16 PT 
of Rs 102:  We expect DishTV to continue displaying improved operating performance 
on account of higher subscriber addition and return of pricing power. We value the 
company on a DCF basis using a WACC of 13.6% and terminal growth rate of 5% and 
arrive at March’16 PT of Rs 102, implying an upside of 22% from the current level. At 
our target price the stock will trade at 13.0x/10.5x FY16/17E EV/EBITDA. 
 

Below we outline the derivation of our DCF valuation 
Rs mn FY16E FY17E FY18E FY19E FY20E FY21E FY22E FY23E 

EBIT 2,654 4,456 7,225 9,606 11,907 14,207 16,564 19,013 

Tax (133) (446) (1,084) (1,921) (2,977) (3,552) (4,141) (4,753) 

D&A 6,434 6,459 6,580 6,801 7,021 7,158 7,371 7,629 

Wcap changes 835 944 1,044 1,044 991 1,368 1,500 1,639 

Capex (7,475) (7,067) (6,705) (7,098) (7,281) (7,538) (7,799) (8,064) 

FCFF 2,314 4,347 7,060 8,432 9,660 11,643 13,495 15,463 

Disc Factor 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.4 

PV of FCF 2,314 3,825 5,466 5,744 5,791 6,142 6,264 6,315 

 

WACC calculation 

 Risk free rate 7.8% 

Risk premium 6.0% 

Beta              1.2  

Cost of equity 15.0% 

Post tax Cost of debt 11.0% 

D/E ratio 0.33 

WACC 13.6% 

Terminal growth rate 5.0% 

 

Valuation date 3-31-16 

PV of CF       41,862  

FCFF in  terminal year       15,463  

TV of CF       76,693  

Implied exit FCFF multiple (x)           12.1  

FCFF   1,18,555  

Implied exit EV/EBITDA(x)              7.0  

Net debt         9,687  

FCFE   1,08,868  

O/s shares         1,065  

Value per share (Mar-15)            102  

Upside/downside 22% 

Source: PhillipCapital India Research 
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1yr forward EV/EBITDA band chart 

 
Source: PhillipCapital India Research 
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Financials 
 
 

 
 

Income Statement 
Y/E Mar, Rs mn FY14  FY15e FY16e FY17e 

Net sales 24,096 27,786 31,839 36,300 

Growth, % 11 15 15 14 

Total income 24,096 27,786 31,839 36,300 

Raw material expenses -75 0 0 0 

Employee expenses -79 -83 -87 -91 

Other Operating expenses -18,597 -20,412 -22,664 -25,293 

EBITDA (Core) 5,346 7,292 9,088 10,916 

Growth, % (7.7) 36.4 24.6 20.1 

Margin, % 22.2 26.2 28.5 30.1 

Depreciation -5,974 -6,244 -6,434 -6,459 

EBIT -628 1,048 2,654 4,456 

Growth, % 30.3 (266.9) 153.3 67.9 

Margin, % (2.6) 3.8 8.3 12.3 

Interest paid -1,328 -1,729 -1,623 -1,453 

Other Non-Operating Income 379 379 379 379 

Pre-tax profit -1,576 -302 1,411 3,383 

Tax provided -1 0 -71 -338 

Profit after tax -1,576 -302 1,340 3,045 

Net Profit -1,576 -302 1,340 3,045 

Growth, % 138.8 (80.9) (544.3) 127.2 

Net Profit (adjusted) (1,576) (302) 1,340 3,045 

Unadj. shares (m) 1,065 1,065 1,065 1,065 

Wtd avg shares (m) 1,065 1,065 1,065 1,065 

 
 
Balance Sheet 
Y/E Mar, Rs mn FY14 FY15e FY16e FY17e 

Cash & bank 3,426 4,585 2,718 484 

Marketable securities at cost 500 0 0 0 

Debtors 415 478 548 625 

Inventory 75 76 87 99 

Loans & advances 3,029 3,493 4,002 4,563 

Other current assets 6 0 0 0 

Total current assets 7,451 8,633 7,356 5,772 

Gross fixed assets 40,989 44,149 43,762 44,710 

Less: Depreciation -27,418 -29,584 -28,578 -29,383 

Add: Capital WIP 4,226 4,226 4,648 5,113 

Net fixed assets 17,797 18,791 19,832 20,440 

Total assets 27,702 29,878 29,643 28,667 

 

        

Current liabilities 15,673 16,840 18,265 19,858 

Total current liabilities 15,673 16,840 18,265 19,858 

Non-current liabilities 15,155 16,466 13,466 7,851 

Total liabilities 30,828 33,305 31,731 27,710 

Reserves & surplus -3,126 -3,428 -2,088 957 

Shareholders’ equity -3,126 -3,428 -2,088 957 

Total equity & liabilities 27,702 29,878 29,643 28,667 

Source: Company, PhillipCapital India Research Estimates 

Cash Flow 

 

FY14  FY15e FY16e FY17e 

Pre-tax profit -1,576 -302 1,411 3,383 

Depreciation 5,974 6,244 6,434 6,459 

Chg in working capital -1,629 1,955 -165 -4,671 

Total tax paid & others -1,712 0 -71 -338 

Cash flow from operating activities 1,058 7,897 7,608 4,833 

Capital expenditure -2,895 -7,238 -7,475 -7,067 

Chg in marketable securities 2,282 500 0 0 

Cash flow from investing activities -613 -6,738 -7,475 -7,067 

Free cash flow 444 1,159 133 -2,234 

Equity raised/(repaid) 0 0 0 0 

Debt raised/(repaid) -669 0 -2,000 0 

Cash flow from financing activities -669 0 -2,000 0 

Net chg in cash -225 1,159 -1,867 -2,234 

 
 
Valuation Ratios 

 

FY14  FY15e FY16e FY17e 

Per Share data         

EPS (INR) (1.5) (0.3) 1.3 2.9 

Growth, % 138.8 (80.9) (544.3) 127.2 

Book NAV/share (INR) (2.9) (3.2) (2.0) 0.9 

CEPS (INR) 4.1 5.6 7.3 8.9 

CFPS (INR) (1.1) 6.5 6.2 13.1 

Return ratios 
    Return on assets (%) (2.5) 2.8 8.0 13.6 

Return on equity (%) 50.4 8.8 (64.2) 318.1 

Return on capital employed (%) (5.1) 6.4 19.5 39.2 

Turnover ratios 
    Asset turnover (x) 3.8 4.4 4.5 6.2 

Sales/Total assets (x) 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 

Sales/Net FA (x) 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.8 

Working capital/Sales (x) (0.5) (0.5) (0.4) (0.4) 

Working capital days (184.0) (168.0) (156.2) (146.5) 

Liquidity ratios     

Current ratio (x) 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 

Quick ratio (x) 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 

Interest cover (x) (0.5) 0.6 1.6 3.1 

Total debt/Equity (%) (513.5) (484.5) (730.3) 605.1 

Net debt/Equity (%) (403.9) (350.8) (600.1) 554.5 

Valuation     

PER (x) (56.8) (296.6) 66.8 29.4 

Price/Book (x) (28.6) (26.1) (42.8) 93.5 

EV/Net sales (x) 4.2 3.7 3.2 2.6 

EV/EBITDA (x) 19.0 13.9 11.2 8.7 

EV/EBIT (x) (161.8) 96.9 38.4 21.3 
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Manish Agarwalla (9122) 6667 9962 Deepan Kapadia (9122) 6667 9992 Anindya Bhowmik (9122) 6667 9764

Pradeep Agrawal (9122) 6667 9953

Paresh Jain (9122) 6667 9948 Midcap Technicals

Vikram Suryavanshi (9122) 6667 9951 Subodh Gupta, CMT (9122) 6667 9762

Consumer, Media, Telecom

Naveen Kulkarni, CFA, FRM (9122) 6667 9947 Metals Production Manager

Jubil Jain (9122) 6667 9766 Dhawal Doshi (9122) 6667 9769 Ganesh Deorukhkar (9122) 6667 9966

Manoj Behera (9122) 6667 9973 Ankit Gor (9122) 6667 9987

Database Manager

Cement Oil&Gas,  Agri Inputs Deepak Agarwal (9122) 6667 9944

Vaibhav Agarwal (9122) 6667 9967 Gauri Anand (9122) 6667 9943

Deepak Pareek (9122) 6667 9950 Sr. Manager – Equities Support

Engineering, Capital Goods Rosie Ferns (9122) 6667 9971

Ankur Sharma (9122) 6667 9759 Pharma

Hrishikesh Bhagat (9122) 6667 9986 Surya Patra (9122) 6667 9768

Mehul Sheth (9122) 6667 9996

Sales & Distribution 
Ashvin Patil (9122) 6667 9991 Sales Trader Zarine Damania (9122) 6667 9976

Shubhangi Agrawal (9122) 6667 9964 Dilesh Doshi (9122) 6667 9747 

Kishor Binwal (9122) 6667 9989 Suniil Pandit (9122) 6667 9745

Sidharth Agrawal (9122) 6667 9934 Execution

Bhavin Shah (9122) 6667 9974 Mayur Shah (9122) 6667 9945

Corporate Communications

Vineet Bhatnagar (Managing Director)

Jignesh Shah (Head – Equity Derivatives)

Automobiles

Banking, NBFCs

http://www.phillip.com.sg/
http://www.poems.com.my/
http://www.phillip.com.hk/
http://www.phillip.co.jp/
http://www.phillip.co.id/
http://www.phillip.com.cn/
http://www.phillip.co.th/
http://www.kingandshaxson.com/
http://www.kingandshaxson.com/
http://www.phillipcapital.com.au/
http://www.ashaphillip.net/home.htm
http://www.phillipcapital.in/
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Disclosures and Disclaimers 
 
PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd. has three independent equity research groups: Institutional Equities, Institutional Equity Derivatives and Private Client Group. This report has been 

prepared by Institutional Equities Group. The views and opinions expressed in this document may or may not match or may be contrary at times with the views, estimates, rating, 

target price of the other equity research groups of PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd.  

 

This report is issued by PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd. which is regulated by SEBI. PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd. is a subsidiary of Phillip (Mauritius) Pvt. Ltd. References to "PCIPL" in 

this report shall mean PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd unless otherwise stated. This report is prepared and distributed by PCIPL for information purposes only and neither the 

information contained herein nor any opinion expressed should be construed or deemed to be construed as solicitation or as offering advice for the purposes of the purchase or sale 

of any security, investment or derivatives. The information and opinions contained in the Report were considered by PCIPL to be valid when published. The report also contains 

information provided to PCIPL by third parties. The source of such information will usually be disclosed in the report. Whils t PCIPL has taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this 

information is correct, PCIPL does not offer any warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Any person placing reliance on the report to undertake trading 

does so entirely at his or her own risk and PCIPL does not accept any liability as a result. Securities and Derivatives markets may be subject to rapid and unexpected price movements 

and past performance is not necessarily an indication to future performance. 

 

This report does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this report. Investors must 

undertake independent analysis with their own legal, tax and financial advisors and reach their own regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment 

strategies discussed or recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. In no circumstances it be used or 

considered as an offer to sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell the Securities mentioned in it. The information contained in the research reports may have been taken from 

trade and statistical services and other sources, which we believe are reliable. PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd. or any of its group/associate/affiliate companies do not guarantee that 

such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Any opinions expressed reflect judgments at this date and are subject to change without notice 

 

Important: These disclosures and disclaimers must be read in conjunction with the research report of which it forms part. Receipt and use of the research report is subject to all 

aspects of these disclosures and disclaimers. Additional information about the issuers and securities discussed in this research report is available on request. 

 

Certifications: The research analyst(s) who prepared this research report hereby certifies that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst’s 

personal views about all of the subject issuers and/or securities, that the analyst have no known conflict of interest and no part of the research analyst’s compensation was, is or will 

be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific views or recommendations contained in this research report. The Research Analyst certifies that he /she or his / her family members 

does not own the stock(s) covered in this research report. 

 

Independence/Conflict: PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd. has not had an investment banking relationship with, and has not received any compensation for investment banking services 

from, the subject issuers in the past twelve (12) months, and PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd does not anticipate receiving or intend to seek compensation for investment banking 

services from the subject issuers in the next three (3) months. PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd is not a market maker in the securities mentioned in this research report, although it or its 

employees, directors, or affiliates may hold either long or short positions in such securities. PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd may not hold more than 1% of the shares of the 

company(ies) covered in this report. 

 

Suitability and Risks: This research report is for informational purposes only and is not tailored to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular requirements of 

any individual recipient hereof. Certain securities may give rise to substantial risks and may not be suitable for certain investors. Each investor must make its own determination as to 

the appropriateness of any securities referred to in this research report based upon the legal, tax and accounting considerations applicable to such investor and its own investment 

objectives or strategy, its financial situation and its investing experience. The value of any security may be positively or adversely affected by changes in foreign exchange or interest 

rates, as well as by other financial, economic or political factors. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance or results. 

 

Sources, Completeness and Accuracy: The material herein is based upon information obtained from sources that PCIPL and the research analyst believe to be reliable, but neither 

PCIPL nor the research analyst represents or guarantees that the information contained herein is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Opinions expressed 

herein are current opinions as of the date appearing on this material and are subject to change without notice. Furthermore, PCIPL is under no obligation to update or keep the 

information current. 

 

Copyright: The copyright in this research report belongs exclusively to PCIPL. All rights are reserved. Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. No reprinting or reproduction, 

in whole or in part, is permitted without the PCIPL’s prior consent, except that a recipient may reprint it for internal circulation only and only if it is reprinted in its entirety. 

 

Caution: Risk of loss in trading in can be substantial. You should carefully consider whether trading is appropriate for you in light of your experience, objectives, financial resources 

and other relevant circumstances. 

 

For U.S. persons only: This research report is a product of PhillipCapital (India) Pvt Ltd. which is the employer of the research analyst(s) who has prepared the research report. The 

research analyst(s) preparing the research report is/are resident outside the United States (U.S.) and are not associated persons of any U.S. regulated broker-dealer and therefore 

the analyst(s) is/are not subject to supervision by a U.S. broker-dealer, and is/are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise 

comply with U.S. rules or regulations regarding, among other things, communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst 

account. 

 

This report is intended for distribution by PhillipCapital (India) Pvt Ltd. only to "Major Institutional Investors" as defined by Rule 15a-6(b)(4) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act, 

1934 (the Exchange Act) and interpretations thereof by U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in reliance on Rule 15a 6(a)(2). If the recipient of this report is not a Major 

Institutional Investor as specified above, then it should not act upon this report and return the same to the sender. Further, this report may not be copied, duplicated and/or 

transmitted onward to any U.S. person, which is not the Major Institutional Investor. 

 

In reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the Exchange Act and interpretations thereof by the SEC in order to conduct certain business with Major 

Institutional Investors, PhillipCapital (India) Pvt Ltd. has entered into an agreement with a U.S. registered broker-dealer, Marco Polo Securities Inc. ("Marco Polo").Transactions in 

securities discussed in this research report should be effected through Marco Polo or another U.S. registered broker dealer. 

 

PhillipCapital (India) Pvt. Ltd. 

Registered office: No. 1, 18th Floor, Urmi Estate, 95 Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel West, Mumbai 400013 

 

 


